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PDFsharp¶

Fixed or improved with version 1.50

	Support for Object Streams - the most wanted feature: works with some files while other files still cause problems	Update for 1.50 beta 2: fixed several bugs, should work with most files (please submit files that still cannot be read)


	GDI+ build running in Medium Trust on Web server: Works now for PDF files if your code uses a FontResolver that relies only on fonts included with your code (see PDFsharp Sample: Font Resolver)
	Various bug fixes
	New for 1.50 beta 3: The Options property of PdfDocument now has new options that allow you to speed up the PDF generation (at the expense of larger files) or to create smaller PDF files (at the expense of longer running time).
	The PDFsharp source code and sample source code are available on CodePlex and SourceForge and also on GitHub.



MigraDoc¶

Fixed or improved with version 1.50

	GDI+ build running in Medium Trust on Web server: Works now for PDF files if your code uses a FontResolver that relies only on fonts included with your code (see PDFsharp Sample: Font Resolver)
	Various bug fixes
	MigraDoc PDF rendering got faster	Update for 1.50 beta 2: Table rendering got much faster


	The MigraDoc source code and sample source code are available on CodePlex and SourceForge and also on GitHub.



Latest versions¶
	NuGet packages were last published 2015-12-15
	Source on CodePlex, SourceForge, GitHub was last published 2015-12-16



See also:

NuGetPackages

Do not forget to select "Include Prerelease" when trying to get the packages using the NuGet Package Manager.




Follow PDFsharp on Twitter and receive information about new versions, new beta versions, updates, breaking news.


Important Note

With previous versions including version 1.32, the NuGet packages without suffix contained the GDI+ build.
Beginning with version 1.50, the packages without suffix contain the PDF Core build.

If your application used NuGet packages without suffix for versions 1.32 or older, then you should now switch to packages with the "-gdi" suffix for maximum compatibility.

As of version 1.50 beta 3, the PDF Core build is still under construction and some drawing methods are not yet fully implemented.

    

